
Name Date 
 

 

PART-TO-PART RATIO COLOR IN 3 

1) Ratio of red apples to green apples is 3:2. 

 
 

 

There are ____ red apples and ____ green apples. 

2) Ratio of blue fish to orange fish is 

  
 

There are ____ blue fish and ____ orange fish. 

3) Ratio of red cars to yellow cars is 

  
 

There are ____ red cars and ____ yellow cars. 

4) Ratio of blue pentagons to green pentagons is  

                
 

There are ____ blue pentagons and ____ green pentagons. 

5) Ratio of red socks to white socks is 5:4. 

  
 

There are ____ red socks and ____ white socks. 

6) Ratio of brown rabbits to gray rabbits is 5:4. 

  
 

There are ____ brown rabbits and ____ gray rabbits. 

7) Add 4 more numbers to the list so that the ratio of odd to even numbers is 4:3.  

 

 

17 22 14 35 61 46 38 72 93 69     
 

There are ____ odd numbers and ____ even numbers. 
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Name Date 
 

 

PART-TO-PART RATIO COLOR IN 3 ANSWERS 

1) Ratio of red apples to green apples is 3:2. 

 
 

 

There are 9 red apples and 6 green apples. 

2) Ratio of blue fish to orange fish is 2:1 

  
 

There are 8 blue fish and 4 orange fish. 

3) Ratio of red cars to yellow cars is 3:4 

  
 

There are 6 red cars and 8 yellow cars. 

4) Ratio of blue pentagons to green pentagons is 1:4. 

                
 

There are 3 blue pentagons and 12 green pentagons. 

5) Ratio of red socks to white socks is 5:4. 

  
 

There are 10 red socks and 8 white socks. 

6) Ratio of brown rabbits to gray rabbits is 5:3. 

 
 

There are 10 brown rabbits and 6 gray rabbits. 

7) Add 4 more numbers to the list so that the ratio of odd to even numbers is 4:3.  

 

 

17 22 14 35 61 46 38 72 93 69 odd odd odd even 

3 odd numbers and 1 even number need to be added to the list. 
There are 8 odd numbers and 6 even numbers.  
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